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Pick the point -> Service -> PCB service -> Produce PCB-Pool in the Target3001! Menu

Please click on the button [Component Assembly] after configurating your pcb according to your wishes. Please take note of our hints 
regaring the mounting of pcbs and the delivery of components. For this purpose click on the interrogation mark on the right side of the 
button [Component Assembly].
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Open the line of a displayed component via double-click. Please fill in the corresponding box with the required information.

The configuration will be illustrated by the example “Stepper Motor” with the availabele Beta Layout components from the Target Demolibrary.



You can change the features of mounting at once by using the right mouse button.
Below the listed components you will find an area, in which you fill in the desired number of pcbs you would like to be mounted.
In the area at the bottom on the right the cost of mounting will be displayed. Please note that a part of the components costs will probably not be dis-
played if they cannot be calculated automatically.
With the Button [Accept assembly] the selected options of mounting will be transferred into the calculation of your ordered pcb.

Please note: We can only accept distributors with an on-line ordering facility (shopping basket) and EURO currency.
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Congratulations – you are done!

Use this file to order your assembly service from Beta LAYOUT.
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We need your layout diagram stored as a PDF as additional information for the assembly of your circuit board.

Please note that the layout diagram is also used, among other things, as a template for the final visual inspection! 
For this reason, the components, component names and circuit board contours should be easy to recognise in your layout diagram. 
The alignment of polarised components is also labelled here (e.g. diodes, electrolytic capacitors, ICs, connectors, etc.)

Which layers do I need to superimpose in TARGET for this?

 
Please fade in the following layers for the TOP side of the layout diagram:

 LY18: Top solder resist
 LY21: Top assembly
 LY23:  Top assembly
 LY24: Drilled holes

Please fade in the following layers for the BOTTOM side of the layout diagram:

 LY04: Bottom solder resist
 LY07: Bottom assembly
 LY23:  Board contour
 LY24: Drilled holes

How do I print the layout diagram as a PDF?  

Select the menu item “File” > “print” in your TARGET layout editor.

Please select a pre-installed PDF writer as the printer.  
Place a check mark next to the options “Board contour counts” and “centred”.
You now adapt the display of your layout in the preview by entering the scale. 

Depending on the circuit board size, it can be a good idea to rotate the display 90°.  
Please place a check mark next to “rotated” for this.

If you require a layout diagram for the bottom side, then you also need to place a check mark next to “mirrored”.

The layout diagram for your TARGET file
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